In this paper, we demonstrated memory and energy storage dual operation in GeS 2 /Ag conducting bridge RAM. Both operations are based on electrochemical reactions and Ag diffusion in the GeS 2 electrolyte. Depending on specific bias and current conditions, the same device can be used for data or energy storage: in memory mode, Ag-based filament is formed in GeS 2 , while in energy storage mode, Ag bulk diffusion is achieved. Voltage sweep and constant current stress cycling modes for energy storage are evaluated, and the total stored charge is quantified. These obtained results open the path for new autonomous or ultra-low power circuits, integrating dual operation devices composed of the same stack, where energy storage devices could provide energy to the memory array.
I. INTRODUCTION
CBRAM is a resistance change based non-volatile memory that has been intensively investigated as a promising alternative for the limitation of scaling in typical electron based memories [1] - [3] . Based on its simple metal/insulator/metal structure, low power and fast non-volatile resistive switching can be obtained by formation and dissolution of a local conducting path between a top electrode (TE) and a bottom electrode (BE) through a resistive switching layer (switching layer) [2] , [3] . As a mechanism of the memory operation, oxidation and reduction of TE (TE-redox) have been reported [4] . According to the reference, TE-redox results from ion migration and electrochemical reactions, which can lead to the memory operation [4] - [6] . Even though TEredox of CBRAM has been explained in memory operational point of view, in this study, we investigated TE-redox of GeS 2 based CBRAM to demonstrate the feasibility of energy storage. Considering that typical ion batteries can store energy based on electrochemical reactions and ion migration/redistribution, TE-redox of CBRAM can be utilized for the energy storage [4] , [7] . We will identify the experimental conditions (in terms of current, voltage and time) to operate the device in memory or battery mode. New circuits could be considered, with a reduced external supply energy; devices set in battery mode providing energy to the memory array.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
W/GeS 2 /Ag CBRAM samples were fabricated on 8 inch wafer. 30 nm thick GeS 2 layer was deposited on the plug shaped W BE by typical sputtering system, then 0, 3, or 10 nm thick Ag layer was deposited for initial Ag doping. To diffuse the Ag layers (0, 3, and 10 nm) in GeS 2 , UV exposure was conducted, respectively leading to undoped, slightly doped, and highly doped sample. A 70 nm thick Ag layer was deposited afterwards as TE. Furthermore, to protect the Ag TE, a TiN capping layer was deposited. The sample size was determined by the W plug having various diameters, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1(a) . More details and evaluations of the memoryoperation are described in [8] . To demonstrate both memory operation and energy storage, electrical measurements were carried out on a semiconductor parameter analyzer (HP 4155C). 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Firstly, for the memory operation, we evaluated the resistance change of the slightly doped sample, as shown in Fig. 1 . Under the applied bias, the resistance was changed from an initial resistance state (IRS) to a low resistance state (LRS) and to a high resistance state (HRS). In the IRS, at a certain applied positive bias (V f ), Ag ions can form the local conducting path through the switching layer (here, GeS 2 layer), which leads to resistance decrease from the IRS to LRS. At this point, negative applied bias can dissolve the local conducting path leading to resistance increase from the LRS to HRS. After this first cycle, the device exhibits consistent resistance changes between HRS and LRS. Thus, we can store information as a resistance difference (HRS⇔LRS) [2] , [3] . The formation and dissolution of local conducting path is the most important electrochemical reaction mechanism for the memory operation. In other words, the memory operation only occurred in a local region.
As a next step, to evaluate the feasibility of energy storage in GeS 2 based CBRAM, we investigated TE-redox of the slightly doped sample, as shown in Fig. 2 and 3 [5] , [6] , [9] . To avoid a formation of the local conducting path, TE-redox was evaluated in the IRS [4] - [6] . It means that TE-redox was measured before memory operation (formation and dissolution of local conducting path). Fig. 2 (a) shows current densities of various device sizes in the IRS. Applying bias from 0 to -1.3 V in a double sweep increases current density with bias. However, at certain bias (V peak ), the current densities start decreasing, resulting in a current peak (I peak ). This can be explained by Ag ion migration and subsequent reduction at the GeS 2 /TE interfacial area. When a negative bias is applied, initially doped Ag ions are attracted from GeS 2 layer to the TE, then resulting in the reduction of Ag + ions at the interface between the TE and switching layer. Sequentially, at V peak , the amount of movable ion is decreased because of its limited quantity and relatively slow diffusion [4] , [5] . Thus, TE-redox is limited, leading to a decrease of the current density. We claim that this behavior corresponds to a reduction process of TE. In Fig. 2 (b-c), from 8 cells for each size, measured similar V peak and current densities clearly indicate that TE-redox occurred in a bulk region (in contrast to the memory operation). These behaviors are well known as the Faradaic current that is related to charged ion migration [5] , [6] , [9] . These results mean that initially doped ions can lead to TE-redox before the memory operation (in IRS), which can be utilized to store energy by electrochemical reactions [4] , [7] . To confirm that TE-redox resulted from ion migration and electrochemical reactions, we investigated bias sweep rate (ν) dependence on the reduction process, as shown in Fig. 3(a-c) .
Varying ν from 2 mV/s to 8 V/s changes V peak and I peak , as shown in Fig. 3(a) . In Fig. 3(b-c) , V peak and I peak trends were analyzed; V peak was proportional to log (ν), and then saturated as ν increased, while I peak was proportional to ν 1/2 . According to the references, I peak can be explained as the Faradaic current resulted from ion migration. In addition, considering that a reversible system exhibits constant V peak , 284 VOLUME 5, NO. 4, JULY 2017 the observed V peak can be explained by an irreversible system model. These results mean that the observed reduction process can follow an irreversible system model [5] , [6] , [9] . Not only V peak which was not constant but also results of Fig. 4(a) strongly support that the reduction process follows an irreversible system model. Consistently, only one reduction process can be measured in current-voltage curves of the same device, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . Note that these results mean that the first reduction process can be obtained only once in the IRS with a high intensity, and further cycles occur with fewer ions participating to the redox reactions. On the basis of those results, in Fig. 4(b) , Ag ion concentration dependence of the reduction process can be explained by the Randles-Sevcik equation of irreversible system: [5] , [6] , [9] . The reduction processes, in Fig. 4 (b), were clearly observed only for the doped cases (slightly and highly doped samples). It means that there is a lack of Ag ions for the reduction process in the undoped sample because initial doping process or oxidation of TE was not previously conducted in this case. All those results, in Fig. 2-4 , firmly demonstrate that TE-redox results from the migration and electrochemical reaction of initially doped Ag ions [4] . Moreover, in Fig. 4(c) , similar V f were observed before and after reduction process. This indicates that the reduction process is not critical for the memory operation; we can still utilize the CBRAM as a memory device after using it as an energy storage device.
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On the basis of the demonstrated electrochemical reaction of initially doped samples, we evaluate the stored capacity by measuring the discharging current (I dis ), as shown in Fig. 5(a) . Considering that TE reduction (during the reduction process) occurs by applying a negative bias, it can be a nonspontaneous reaction triggered by an external bias (energy-charging process). In this respect, we can observe a process under 0V, and it can be considered as an energy-discharging process [4] , [7] , [9] . Thus, to demonstrate this, we measured the short circuit current (I dis ) for V=0V after various reduction processes (TE reduction): voltage sweep from 0 to -0.9 V (V sweep ), constant current stress for 5 min with -3 pA (CCS 1 ), and -0.5 nA (CCS 2 ). The highly doped sample exhibited different I dis depending on the energy-charging process (reduction process). From time integration of I dis , we can estimate the total stored charge (Q dis ). The estimated Q dis were about 10, 200, and 1000 pC for V sweep , CCS 1 , and CCS 2 , respectively (Fig. 5(b) ). Comparing to dielectric discharge of cell capacitor (∼12 fC) [4] , [10] , the observed Q dis was much higher, supporting that Q dis resulted from electrochemical reactions [5] , [6] , [9] . Moreover, for each energy-charging process, similar values of Q dis were obtained for 10 cycles, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . These results indicate that the energy-charging and -discharging (I dis ) processes are reproducible and reversible. In other words, we can store energy in the GeS 2 based CBRAM repeatedly. Note that a higher amount of Ag ions are required to observe the first reduction process. Thus, the first reduction processes were observed as an irreversible reaction, while subsequent reduction/oxidation reactions (nanobattery cycling) was found reproducible (Fig. 5(b) ). The repeated energy-charging and −discharging processes obviously demonstrates that the energy can be stored in the CBRAM based on the Ag/Ag + electrochemical reactions. Moreover, considering that the energy storage was conducted in the IRS (before memory operation) and has no critical influences on the memory operation, we can use GeS 2 based CBRAM in two modes: battery mode and memory mode. For example, we can consider pristine cells (cells in the IRS) as battery mode cells (B-cells) while cells having the local conducting path can be considered as memory mode cells (M-cells). Total charge stored in one B-cell is called Q dis , while total charge for operating one M-cell as Q op . In general, memory cells are operated by applied bias, but the stored charge can be employed to operate the memory cell based on the previously reported research [11] . Thus, we can estimate the number of memory cell which can be switched on by Q dis (number of possible memory cells = Q dis /Q op ), as shown in Fig. 5(c) . In Fig. 5(c) , we estimated Q op as ∼10 pC based on previously evaluated memory operation conditions (100 µA and 0.1 µsec pulse bias) [2] , [3] , [8] . Therefore, based on the measured Q dis (∼1000 pC in 2.2 µm 2 cell), 10 3 B-cells (# of battery mode cell) can switch on about 10 4 M-cells (# of possible memory) for 10 cycles. In a circuit integrating the dual-operational GeS 2 /Ag based devices, it is possible to dimension the battery area in order to provide sufficient energy to a memory array with a given density, and for a given number of cycles. In conclusion, for both memory and battery modes, utilized bias conditions are plotted in Fig. 6 . For the memory operation, higher current flow was necessary to form the local conducting path while lower current level was employed for the battery mode. Considering that energy can be stored in the IRS before the memory operation (formation of conducting path), these separated bias conditions obviously prove the dual-operation of the GeS 2 based CBRAM.
IV. CONCLUSION
To demonstrate the feasibility of energy storage in the CBRAM, TE-redox was investigated and demonstrated. Based on the clearly observed TE-redox, stored energy was evaluated by the discharging current. We also achieved repeated energy-charge and -discharge processes with different conditions. These results mean that energy can be stored into the CBRAM, which allows us to use the CBRAM 286 VOLUME 5, NO. 4, JULY 2017
as a dual-operation device (resistance change based memory and nano scale battery). In other words, both memory and battery parts can be highly integrated and fabricated in the same volume and same fabrication process, opening perspectives for autonomous circuits and low power applications.
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